
FDH3374 User Experience - The-
oretical Foundations 4.0 credits
Användarupplevelser - teoretiska grunder

This is a translation of the Swedish, legally binding, course syllabus.

If the course is discontinued, students may request to be examined during the following two 
academic years

Establishment
Course syllabus for FDH3374 valid from Spring 2013

Grading scale

Education cycle
Third cycle

Specific prerequisites

Language of instruction
The language of instruction is specified in the course offering information in the course 
catalogue.

Intended learning outcomes
The course is a reading course on some of the theoretical foundations for understanding what 
we mean by experience. Through studying Dewey’s position of art as experience, we can move 
on to read McCarthy and Wright’s position on technology or interactions as experience.
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We will debate questions such as:

 • What are unique experiences and what are everyday experiences?
 • What does it mean to actively design for experiences – be it in design of digital systems or 

in art?
 • Can we judge designs or art pieces, claiming that some are better?

Course contents
There are those who think that user experience is something we can define, measure, delimit 
and decide for the user. And then there are those who think that experience are unique, 
individual, culturally-bound, depending on who you are and what you have experienced be-
fore. By reading Dewey’s position on art as experience from 1934, followed by McCarthy and 
Wright’s position on technology as experience, we get some of the theoretical underpinnings 
for the latter position. This will be contrasted by the position taken in the UX-community of 
HCI.

Course literature
The course involves reading the following literature:

··∙·∙·∙·∙·∙·∙·∙·∙ Book:Dewey,  . J200(5.·∙Art as experience. )erigee.

··∙·∙·∙·∙·∙·∙·∙·∙ Book: Wright, )., P McCarthy,  . J20045.·∙Technology as experience. MIT )ress.

··∙·∙·∙·∙·∙·∙·∙·∙ White paper: &oto et al, User Rxperience White )aper,http:EEwww.al-
laboutux.orgEuxwhitepaper

··∙·∙·∙·∙·∙·∙·∙·∙ 2 – 4 papers that in different ways refer to Dewey’s position on experiences

Examination
Based on recommendation from /TH’s coordinator for disabilities, the examiner will decide 
how to adapt an examination for students with documented disability. 

The examiner may apply another examination format when re-examining individual stu-
dents.

Ethical approach
 • All members of a group are responsible for the groupKs work.
 • In any assessment, every student shall honestly disclose any help received and sources 

used.
 • In an oral assessment, every student shall be able to present and answer questions about 

the entire assignment and solution.
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